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To check our Puzzle Packs, please select the age and language group(s) that you want the
book(s) for. The voucher will be visible in the 'Your Amazon App > My Account > Your

Applications > Your Applications' section and is valid for two years from the date of the
purchase. When bought in our gift shop and shipped to you in the EU, the recipient will receive

the invoices for the packages as separate envelopes. Have you ever spent hours and hours
doing the A-Z crossword? Or have you ever spent months building a perfect puzzle book? We

are here for you, here to make your lives easier and easier! We are a young group of grandsons
and granddaughters, who have dedicated ourselves in creating puzzle books suitable for

seniors. We have produced hundreds of titles in word search, word fill-ins, code words and
mixed puzzles in fine prints and in several languages. We also offer our books as puzzle books
for puzzles, puzzles for puzzles. We strive to create educational puzzles for seniors and puzzle

books containing hard-to-find words. We have created and published several game titles:
•Pussycat Solitaire •The Scarlet Knight •Warrior's Puzzle •Snoopy's Puzzle •The Artful Art of a
Story •A Year at the Fair •Slip & Slide •Picture this... •Can You Solve the Puzzle? •Boats... No!,
Cars... No!, More Puzzles - So why not celebrate the true meaning of Halloween with a gift that
you can read to your friends, kids, and grandkids for a whole month or more - Christmas is not

very long away!Help us celebrate this special event by voting for 'Glass Masquerade' in the
MUGEN annual voting poll and also in the CODA group on Facebook. We just need a few more

votes and then you will be joining the ranks of leading puzzle book writers!
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Welcome to Glass Masquerade - an artistic puzzle game inspired by stained glass artisans of the 20th century. You
need to combine hidden glass pieces to unveil clocks and themes exhibited by various cultures of the world at the
'International Times Exhibition' - an interactive electronic show.25 countries attending:Argentina, Australia, Brazil,

Britain, Canada, China, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, Greenland, Iceland, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan,
Madagascar, Mexico, Mongolia, Portugal, Russia, Sweden, Tanzania, USAThis journey around the world will take

only 3-4 hours of your time. All exhibits have been carefully crafted for your eyes' joy and pleasure - don't just pass
by!Mix and match colours with 3D glasses to unveil some truly unique & artistic destinations! Welcome to Glass

Masquerade - an artistic puzzle game inspired by Art Deco & stained glass artisans of the 20th century. You need to
combine hidden glass pieces to unveil clocks and themes exhibited by various cultures of the world at the

'International Times Exhibition' - an interactive electronic show.25 countries attending:Argentina, Australia, Brazil,
Britain, Canada, China, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, Greenland, Iceland, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan,

Madagascar, Mexico, Mongolia, Portugal, Russia, Sweden, Tanzania, USAThis journey around the world will take
only 3-4 hours of your time. All exhibits have been carefully crafted for your eyes' joy and pleasure - don't just pass
by!Mix and match colours with 3D glasses to unveil some truly unique & artistic destinations!All puzzles are created

by Mr. Harald Binder - a world-famous artist. 5ec8ef588b
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